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National News 

CONNECT  

Schools Halt Roll-Out   
 

 1415 DB 

 For those who want to take action to protect their children – there’s this  

1 Under the stewardship of the new Secretary for Education, UK 
schools have been enrolled in a mass programme to inoculate 
children at school – currently 12yrs and above – whilst they are 
obviously separated from their parents. 
  

 

2 This strategy is based on an apparent and spurious need – 
heavily criticised by so many specialists – and appears to be 
wrapped in a sugar coating, being a strategy said to ensure that 
education is not disrupted again by future school closures. 
    

 

3 The previous Secretary for Education, Gavin Williamson, has now been 
replaced by Nadhim Zahawi.  It will be revealed in the coming weeks what 
the change in personnel will reveal about the government’s strategy towards 
our children.  It all has the cloak of a driven and unhealthy agenda being 
pressed home on our children - to become inoculated whether parents like it 
or not. 
 
But we are hyper-sensitive to these things today.  It comes from monitoring 
what is happening and not happening.  It comes from what is said and what is 
not said – what is pushed in the media and what is silenced. 
 
We suggest to everyone that they do their own research and come to their 
own carefully considered conclusions about such things.  We are pleased to 
offer a little help through our LINKS to get people started. 
 
As we say elsewhere and repeat again here: 
We only ask the questions – we don’t have the answers. 

If you find those answers then please do share them with us.    
 

4 So, to the story. 
 
Parents all around the country are known to be living in fear that their wishes 
- NOT to have their children vaccinated at their child’s school - could be 
mistakenly overlooked or - worse still = could be purposefully ignored. 
 

5 We know of a concerned parent who relocated back to the UK to specifically 
ensure that his children – who live with their mother in Wiltshire – did not get 
the inoculation which governments all around the world are so keen to give 
everyone. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadhim_Zahawi
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And we know they are so keen because the messages they share through 
the mainstream media tell us there is every need to be inoculated.  The 
problem here, is that a growing number of doubters are seeing - and now 
believing - a completely different message.  
  

6 This particular dad – like so many people worldwide - has been tracking the 
progress of Covid and particularly the response to it by governments.   All 
governments appear to be lock-stepped in their response – which at several 
levels is abnormally strange in itself.  To this dad - like so many others and 
mums - the programmed inoculations for everyone makes ZERO sense.   
 
And it’s not because this dad doesn’t follow the science – because he like the 
others, does follow the science.  It just happens to be a different science.  It’s 
the science people will not read about on mainstream media - because it is 
not allowed to be there.  It is a science, however, that is talked about by the 
highest-ranking independent doctors and scientists from around the entire 
world.   
 
You can discover some of these independent doctors and scientists on our 
website’s People's Media page.     
    

7 These same independent doctors and scientists are frequently ridiculed and 
silenced in the mainstream and social media.   
Why is that?   
 
Surely, if there was nothing to hide, then these people would be invited to 
join a discussion or an investigation of the facts.  But they are not invited.   
Why is that?   
 
The seriousness of Covid - which all governments do not waste an 
opportunity to emphasise – is a subject which should trigger the largest and 
widest debate at every possible level.  Such a debate should ensure that all 
viewpoints are allowed to be heard and then tested remorselessly - kicked 
to death as it were – leaving only the living truth standing.  But there has 
never been such a debate and one has never been tabled. 
Why is that? 
  

8 For anyone – for any parent – that is worried about these agendas – and 
even more so, the dangers which appear to be associated with the untested 
inoculation – then there are some positive actions to be taken.  And there is 
little time to be lost, given the pressure being applied by the government 
and heavily supported by key players in the mainstream media. 
 
The Daily Telegraph gives one example of this pressure being ramped up – 
exposed by TCW today and referred to in their post on the subject of 
inoculations in schools.  
 

9 For those dads and mums that are concerned about the school’s roll-out 
programme of the inoculation, there are these remedies to consider. 
 
Look up TCW and their post today.   

https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/media-thepeoples
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/how-to-resist-the-child-vaccinators/
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/how-to-resist-the-child-vaccinators/
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Specifically, take the LINK included therein to Lawyers For Liberty. 
Also, Michael O’Bernicia - hugely experienced in law over many years - 
provides a series of draft letters which parents can use and get off to their 
children’s schools TODAY. 
The first draft is reproduced in the ADDENDUM below. 
Again, look up Michael on his website for more valuable information on this 
subject.  
 
See this story: Scouse Dad Stops Two Schools Vaxxing His Son & Nephew  
 
Below is an extract from the TCW posts referred to above.  
  

10 The editor at TCW today writes this helpful post for parents  
 
There are very few come-backs for parents but it is important that they use 
what is at their disposal. If your child’s school is promoting Covid-19 
vaccination for those aged 12 and over, or you are concerned that your child 
could receive the jab without your consent while at school, the voluntary 
campaign group Lawyers for Liberty can send a formal email to the 
headteacher advising of the legal risks of their policy. Their service 
is anonymous.  Neither the parents’ name nor your child/children’s names 
will be mentioned in the email to the headteacher and it is free. The 
substance of the letter is as follows: 

‘We have been notified by a concerned parent, career or guardian of a 
pupil at your School that your School is positively promoting and 
encouraging the Covid-19 vaccination (the Vaccination) for children aged 
12 years and over, without a health & safety assessment or a full risk 
analysis, and possibly also without parental consent or parent 
consultation. We are writing to ensure you understand your obligations 
as an education provider, and that you are aware of the legal risks 
associated with providing the Vaccination and providing a venue for the 
National Health Service (NHS) to deliver the Vaccination on your 
premises.’ 

 
Follow the LINK below to read the whole article.  
 

11 And I could not close this post without a mention of the world’s No1 
promotor of vaccines and – coincidently - the world’s No1 investor in Big 
Pharma.  His investments by way of grants have also included significant 
sums to mainstream media platforms and the regulator of medicines and 
vaccines for the UK – being the MHRA. 
Why would that be – you may ask? 
 
And more recently, this man and his foundation have invested heavily in 
scientific studies which have discredited the cheap, available and effective 
alternative treatments for Covid – leaving in prime position a vaccine 
solution. 
The man is Bill Gates.     
 

https://lawyersforliberty.uk/
https://www.thebernician.net/
https://www.thebernician.net/scouse-dad-stops-two-schools-vaxxing-his-son-nephew/?fbclid=IwAR2OAy1s5ABj0JILWq0BNLv5479qbDxk59Afcs4xQgfbb4z4bMI4ICTocu0
https://lawyersforliberty.uk/
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PS1 I gave mention above [para 6] to governments appearing to be in lock-step 
with their counterparts around the world.  Well, such an anomaly is not 
limited to governments. 
 
It is said that the majority of mainstream media outlets are controlled by a 
single controlling entity – albeit a hidden entity.  It seems utter nonsense at 
one level – at least to anyone who has not been diving into this subject and 
finding what there is to be found. 
 
The audience watching the playbacks of news commentators in the film, 
titled Busted, were clearly amused by what they saw.  I guess someone 
wishes to make fun of the idea.  But you can view it for yourself.  
  
A young girl once asked her mum – “who makes up the news mummy?” 
It is so interesting that people – and so many of them are children - have 
such powerful intuitive instincts – and insight. 
 
Someone is clearly making the news up Helen – writing the script – and then 
getting the news readers to spread that news – all in lock-step together! 
         

PS2 Watch this film – Busted 
 
At 15min in, it asks: 

Are all the different news agencies independent? 
Is their reporting based on unique research? 
Or is everything they say… controlled? 

 
Hear the answer for yourself. 

 
More than 20 news broadcasts from apparently independent platforms read 
the absolute identical script.  Now that takes some orchestrating! 
So, what else can we ask ourselves? 
Actually, how deep does this rabbit hole go – perhaps?  
 

PS3 The senior and prominent journalist - Udo Ulfkotte – seen in the opening 
sequences of the film, Busted, talks about how journalists are taught to lie 
about the truth.  He claims that all major networks are bribed.   
He died in 2017 at the age of 56yrs – but is said to have been murdered. 
He admitted – on camera in the film - that he too was involved in the lies. 
   

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

 LINK:  Nadhim Zahawi – Secretary of State for Education 

 LINK:  The People’s Media 

https://rumble.com/vhkk3x-busted-media-crimes-exposed.html
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/magazine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadhim_Zahawi
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/media-thepeoples
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 LINK:  TCW - How to resist the child vaccinators 

 LINK:  Lawyers For Justice – Letters for schools on behalf of parents 

 LINK:  Michael O’Bernicia 

 LINK:  Scouse Dad Stops Two Schools Vaxxing His Son & Nephew 

 LINK:  Michael O’Bernicia – Immediate action available to parents 

 LINK: JVT – Our new Education Secretary and ex-Big Pharma man 

 LINK:  SWC – Film BUSTED. 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK:  Jonathan Lea Network – Legal issues re. parents and schools 

 

  
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

  

 ADDENDUM 

A Lawyers For Liberty 
Lawyers for Liberty will on request send a letter to a school. 
They will not include the parent’s or the child’s name.  
 

Michael O’Bernicia 
See below 
 

B PARENT ACTION RECOMMENDED 
 
Here we document two courses of action for parents wishing to block the 
government’s intention – working through the schools as agents - to 
inoculate their child whilst under the jurisdiction of schools – whilst on school 
premises or in another place.  
 

C DRAFT LETTER FOR PARENTS TO SEND TO SCHOOLS 
 
We thank the originators of this letter and making it available to share. 
The source is shown in the LINKS above.   
 

https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/how-to-resist-the-child-vaccinators/
https://lawyersforliberty.uk/
https://www.thebernician.net/
https://www.thebernician.net/scouse-dad-stops-two-schools-vaxxing-his-son-nephew/?fbclid=IwAR2OAy1s5ABj0JILWq0BNLv5479qbDxk59Afcs4xQgfbb4z4bMI4ICTocu0
https://www.thebernician.net/pubs-three-notice-process-to-stop-schools-vaxxing-children/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonathan_Van-Tam
https://rumble.com/vhkk3x-busted-media-crimes-exposed.html
https://lawyersforliberty.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/summary-for-schools-of-covid-vaccination-legal-issues.pdf
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3
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D What follows is a Three Notice Process To Stop Schools Vaxxing Children 
[Updated] to deal with the clear and present threat as a result of UK schools 
now offering the experimental COVID-19 ‘vaccines’ to 12-17 year olds.  This is 
despite the JCVI’s recent U-turn on its 15jul2021 assessment –  
that the risk outweighed the benefits of vaxxing anybody under 18. 
 

E Notice of Conditional Acceptance 
The Notice of Conditional Acceptance should be sent to the governors of any 
school which has indicated that they have plans to facilitate the ‘vaccination’ 
of your child, conditionally agreeing to grant your consent in the event they 
can provide you with the material evidence you ask for. 
 
Moreover, every parent should engage in this process acting as a Trustee of 
the People’s Union of Britain [PUB], in order to establish their legal protection, 
under the provisions of the Treaty of Universal Community Trust. 
 
Each missive must also be sent by recorded mail or special delivery and 
all mailing receipts must be retained, so that it can proven that every notice 
was duly served upon the intended recipients. 
 

F NAME OF PARENT 
PARENT’S ADDRESS / EMAIL ADDRESS 

 
FAO: NAME OF SCHOOL GOVERNORS 
ADDRESS OF SCHOOL 
Date: 
 
NOTICE OF CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE 
 
NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL 
NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE TO AGENT 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
RE: SCHOOL VACCINE POLICY. 
 
In relation to UK Government COVID-19 ‘Vaccine’ Policy, under the 
protection of the People’s Union of Britain, you are hereby served 
notice that I conditionally accept that you are lawfully entitled to 
‘vaccinate’ my child, [add name of child], whilst in the care of the 
headteacher at the school, whether on school premises or elsewhere, 
provided you deliver to me the following: 
 
1) Material evidence, not hearsay or opinion, which proves beyond 

reasonable doubt that the COVID ‘vaccines’ are incapable of 
harming my child. 
 

2) Material evidence, not hearsay or opinion, which proves beyond 
reasonable doubt that the COVID ‘vaccines’ have undergone 
rigorous double-blind placebo safety studies. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-vaccination-of-children-and-young-people-aged-12-to-17-years-jcvi-statement/jvci-statement-on-covid-19-vaccination-of-children-and-young-people-aged-12-to-17-years-15-july-2021#advice
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3) Material evidence, not hearsay or opinion, which proves beyond 
reasonable doubt that my child will not die, suffer or develop any 
adverse reactions including, but not limited to, neurological 
problems, blood clots, blindness, nerve damage, deafness, 
autoimmune disease, anaphylaxis, anaphylactoid reactions, 
allergies, fertility complications, Guillain-Barré Syndrome, etc 
and/or suffer any other form of harm, complication, or die as a 
result of or because of being injected with any COVID-19 vaccine. 

 
4) Material evidence, not hearsay or opinion, which proves beyond 

reasonable doubt that the COVID ‘vaccines’ approved for 
emergency use by the MHRA provide immunity from either SARS-
COV-2 or COVID-19. 

 
5) Material evidence, not hearsay or opinion, which proves beyond 

reasonable doubt that the school has sought legal advice on 
whether it is lawful to administer emergency use ‘vaccines’ to 
children on the school premises and that you have performed an 
appropriate risk assessment. 

 
6) Material evidence, not hearsay or opinion, which proves beyond 

reasonable doubt that you have employed the Precautionary 
Principle when deciding whether or not to ‘vaccinate’ children at 
the school. 

 
7) Material evidence, not hearsay or opinion, which proves beyond 

reasonable doubt that you have informed your public indemnity 
insurers if there is any possibility that serious or fatal ‘vaccine’ 
adverse events might ensue upon ‘vaccination’ of my child, in 
which case you would be liable for gross negligence and perhaps 
even manslaughter. 

 
Please deliver to me these reasonably requested items within seven 
days of your receipt of this notice, given the seriousness of the matters 
raised and the apparent imminence of the school adhering to the UK 
Government policy of rolling out the COVID ‘vaccines’ for children. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you without delay in signed writing. 
 
In sincerity and honour, without ill will, frivolity or vexation, 
 
NAME OF PARENT 
Trustee of People’s Union of Britain 
All Rights Reserved under the Treaty of Universal Community Trust 

Errors & Omissions Excepted 
 

G Depending on what happens following the sending of the above letter 
there is further action and recommended draft letters to use.   
 
For details of these draft letters and the action which may need to be 
taken, we refer you again to the source – linked above.  


